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Abstract
This study determines the feature as a criterion for predicting the Named Entity(NE) in the labor complaint
document. Seven elements are resulting from the feature extraction process for the NE classification process.
This feature will be divided into three test cases in the classification. The classification process uses a variety of
machine learning algorithms to determine which algorithm produces the best performance. The results show that
Gradient Boosted Trees delivers the best performance based on accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
A letter is a means of communicating in writing to convey specific goals and objectives to the
recipient. In institutions, letters are submitted formally within a particular format such as
letterhead, letter number, the purpose of the letter, date of the letter, subject, and the letter's
contents. The delivery of letters like this is done a lot by institutions, especially government
institutions, a labor complaint letter addressed to the Disnakertrans in each region.
The number of complaint letters that were stored manually hampered the database creation
process. If the database is successfully built, relevant agencies can use it to build Business
Intelligence, making it easier for executives to make decisions. The digitalization of letter
submissions is also needed to accelerate labor inspectors' performance in following up on
complaints submitted. However, the form of an official letter in an unstructured text will
become an obstacle in database development. So it is necessary to extract information to
determine the information contained in the letter so that it can be stored in a more structured
database.
Extraction of information is one part of Natural Language Processing. One of the steps in
extracting information that can be used to determine the information contained in a letter is
Name Entity Recognition (NER). Named entities are noun phrases that denote classes of
words such as organizations, persons, dates, etc. The purpose of the NER is to identify the
types of names mentioned in the input text. NER has two subtasks, namely identifying the
boundaries of NE and identifying its class (Bird, Steven; Klein, Ewan; Loper 2009).
NE class identification can be made with a machine learning approach. Training data is used
as a model, and then the model is used to predict NE. The problem that often occurs in
determining NE is the dependence of each word. Sometimes, the determination of NE
becomes less accurate if there is a word omission, or there is no word relationship in the
training data feature. Therefore, determining the exact features is required in the NE
classification.
This research will perform feature extraction on the dataset and determine the types of
features used for various machine learning as a comparison. This paper will discuss previous
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studies related to NER and POS Tagging, explaining the stages of research, experiments,
experimental results, and research conclusions.
Related Works
The most basic information extraction stages are POS Tagging and NER (Gultom and
Wibowo, 2018). Research related to the primary steps in information extraction has been
carried out a lot. Judging from the preprocessing stage, Pisceldo (Pisceldo, Adriani, and
Manurung 2009) carried out POS Tagging using probability techniques, namely CRF and
Maximum Entropy, using two types of tag sets, namely 37 tagset and 25 tagset. The results
show that ME is better than CRF. Then Widhiyanti (Widhiyanti and Harjoko 2013) combined
HMM and Ruled based on POS Tagging, which turned out to produce 100% accuracy of the
text that was the same as the Corpus, while different documents had 80.49% accuracy.
According to the results of a review of the development of Corpus and the algorithm for
determining the Indonesian language POSTag by Kamayani (Kamayani 2019), the most
widely used dataset is the IDN Tagged Corpus, which consists of more than 250,000 tokens,
and the Neural Network method is the most developed for its classification. Also, Romadhony
(Romadhony, Purwarianti, and Widyantoro 2018) compared the rule-based Open IE System
in Indonesian using lexical (POSTag + Noun Phrase) and syntactic (POSTag + Dependency
relation) with the English Open IE System, namely ReVerb and OLLIE. The results show that
the verb-based English extraction rule is suitable for use in Indonesian sentences, and the
linguistic approach (POSTag + Noun Phrase) produces better performance compared to
syntactic.
Judging from previous research on Indonesian-language NER, in 2014 Mangasi (Mangasi,
Erwin, and Ipung 2014) detect named entities against web articles in Indonesian (Finance,
Politic, Sport, Health, and Technology) using open NLP. Then, Muhammad (Muhammad and
Khodra 2015) created Named Entity Recognition on Twitter about certain events using CRF.
After that, in 2016, Wibawa (Wibawa and Purwarianti 2016) built NER for Indonesianlanguage articles to detect 15 labels using supervised machine learning. Wibawa uses wordlevel features, Sentence level features, list lookup features, and contextual features in the
classification process. The results show that the best NER classification is done using a
combination of word-level features, sentence-level features, and lookup list features with the
Simple Logistic Algorithm as the classifier. Then Rifani (Rifani, Bijaksana, and Asror 2019)
named the entities for Indonesian tweets using the Multinomial Naive Bayes Classifier and
produced an F1 accuracy of 80%. In-text processing, Rifani uses the IOB format to name the
tokenization results, namely I (inside), O (other), and B (begin). Also, Nazeer (Ankita; Nazeer
2018) made POS Tagger, which he said was more efficient, and performed NER using 4-gram
HMM and Bloom Filter. Wulandari (Wulandari, Adikara, and Adinugroho 2018) performed
NER on biological documents by combining rule-based and NBC. The results show an F1Measure accuracy of 0.821. Gunawan (Gunawan et al., 2018) made Named Entity
Recognition of Indonesian text using deep learning, namely Hybrid Bidirectional LSTM
(BLSTM) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). NER, which is used to extract
information in the form of PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, and EVENT. The
results show that BLSTM-CNN is the best model for determining NER.
The latest research on Indonesian NER has been done by Rosyiq (Rosyiq et al., 2019) that
create NER using OBIE to detect place names. Dbpedia Ontology is used as knowledge-based
for information extraction on Indonesian tourism places from Twitter at the research.
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METHOD
Figure 1 is the research stage carried out for feature extraction and NER classification of labor
complaint letters using machine learning.
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Figure 1. Stages of the research
1.1. Dataset
This study uses a dataset in the form of an employee complaint letter as testing data and NER
Corpus1 as training data. Training data has entity names in the type of Person, Organization,
Location, Time, Quantity, and Other (Syaifudin, 2016). Meanwhile, data testing is annotated
manually. Both of these data will go through an extraction process to input the data format for
the NE classification process.

1

https://github.com/yusufsyaifudin/indonesia-ner/blob/master/resources/ner/data_train.txt
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1.2. Sentence Segmentation
The dataset that is still a collection of sentences will be segmented into separate sentences.
This separation will be useful for positioning tokens in sentences when doing sentence-level
feature extraction.
1.3. Tokenization
After becoming a sentence, the separation of the sentence into tokens or words is carried out.
The order of the tickets in the sentence is maintained because the position must be determined
to learn the rules in the POS Tagging and NER processes.
1.4. Feature Extraction
The features used are adapted from Wibawa's research (Wibawa & Purwarianti, 2016) Token,
Orthography (UpperInitial, All-caps, MixedCaps), POS tag, PositionInSentence (beginning of
the sentence, middle of the sentence, end of a sentence) and IOB entity. The feature extraction
process is carried out through two approaches: word-level feature extraction and sentence
level feature extraction.
The features used are adapted from Wibawa's research (Wibawa & Purwarianti, 2016) Token,
Orthography (UpperInitial, All-caps, MixedCaps), POS tag, PositionInSentence (beginning of
the sentence, middle of the sentence, end of a sentence) and IOB entity. The feature extraction
process is carried out through two approaches: word-level feature extraction and sentence
level feature extraction.
1.4.1. Word-level Feature Extraction, each token that is generated will be determined by its
word type using POS-Tagging. The number of tags used for POS Tagging is 23 tags2. After
that, the determination of orthography, namely the grouping of tokens by looking at the
characteristics of the combination of uppercase and lowercase letters, was carried out.
Orthography consists of three classes, namely: UpperInitial (starting capitalized), AllCaps (all
uppercase), and MixedCaps (the combination of uppercase and lowercase letters).
Determination of the tokens that appear before and after it is also carried out. Finally, the
class is determined using the label scheme IOB (Inside, Outside, Begining) (Rifani et al.,
2019) because the token storage is done unigram.
1.4.2. Sentence-level Feature Extraction, the token position is labeled in the sentence. The
labels specified in this stage are beginning, middle, or end tokens. This feature extraction
process produces a dataset like an example in Table 1.

Table 1. Feature Extraction Results
Token
Kami
DPC
GSBI
Kabupaten
Sukabumi
Di
2

tag
NNP
X
NNP
NNP
NNP
IN

orth
UpperInitial
AllCaps
AllCaps
UpperInitial
UpperInitial
AllLower

before
tersebut
Kami
DPC
GSBI
Kabupaten
Buruh/Pekerja

after
DPC
GSBI
Kabupaten
Sukabumi
meminta
Kabupaten

PosInSent
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle

Class
O
B-ORG
I-ORG
I-ORG
I-ORG
O

http://bahasa.cs.ui.ac.id/postag/downloads/Tagset.pdf
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Kabupaten
Sukabumi
Meminta
Perlindungan
SERIKAT
BURUH
INDONESIA
KABUPATEN
SUKABUMI
DADENG
NAZARUDIN

NN
NNP
VB
NNP
NN
NN
NNP
NN
NNP
X
NNP

UpperInitial
UpperInitial
AllLower
UpperInitial
AllCaps
AllCaps
AllCaps
AllCaps
AllCaps
AllCaps
AllCaps

di
Kabupaten
Sukabumi
meminta
CABANG
SERIKAT
BURUH
INDONESIA
KABUPATEN
SUKABUMI
DADENG

Sukabumi
meminta
Perlindungan
dan
BURUH
INDONESIA
KABUPATEN
SUKABUMI
DADENG
NAZARUDIN
Ketua

Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
End
Begin
End

B-LOC
I-LOC
O
O
B-ORG
I-ORG
I-ORG
I-ORG
I-ORG
B-PER
I-PER

1.5. NER Classification and Evaluation
Entities that will be the object of research are PERSON, LOCATION, COMPANY,
ORGANIZATION, and OTHER, which are changed to follow the IOB format to B-PER, IPER, B-LOC, I-LOC, B-COM, I-COM, B-ORG, I-ORG, and O. Class determination will be
carried out using the Rapid Miner tool with various Machine Learning methods. Naive Bayes,
Generalized Linear Model, Deep Learning, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Gradient Boosted
Trees, and Support Vector Machine. Also, each algorithm's performance will be measured
based on the accuracy of the number of correct predictions and the modeling process's
execution time.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The dataset in the form of a complaint letter will become a testing document, and the Corpus
from Yusuf will become a training document. After the feature extraction process, the testing
documents generated 1231 tokens, and the training documents generated 16,696 tickets. The
class distribution in the training document shows imbalanced data. The class composition is
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Distribution Class of Training Data
Class
O
B-PER
I-PER
B-ORG
I-ORG
B-COM
I-COM
B-LOC
I-LOC

Percentage of the token
(%)
77,21
6,69
4,38
4,08
3,19
0,40
0,49
2,44
1,12

Therefore, two types of modeling are carried out to test the algorithm against the imbalanced
data. Training 1 is carried out using training documents without class O, and Training 2 is
carried out using training documents according to class distribution in Table 2. The formation
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of models using the Rapid Miner tool uses several available machine learning algorithms. The
algorithms are Naive Bayes, Generalized Linear Model, Deep Learning using four layers and
ten epoch iterations, Decision Tree with a maximum tree depth of 20, Random Forest with a
full tree depth of 20 and a maximum number of trees 20, Gradient Boosted Trees using the
same parameters as Random. Forest plus a learning rate of 0.01, and SVM. After that, the
training accuracy was measured using the entire dataset for each algorithm.
Table 3. Training Accuracy
Accuracy
Machine Learning Algorithm Training 2 Training 1
Naive Bayes
82,53%
59,42%
Generalized Linear Model
80,41%
43,14%
Deep Learning
82,86%
60,41%
Decision Tree
74,57%
38,35%
Random Forest
78,34%
42,36%
Gradient Boosted Trees
84,17%
59,23%
Support Vector Machine
85,15%
61,96%
Table 3 shows the results of the accuracy of the model building process for each machine
learning algorithm. The results show that the model building using imbalance data in Training
2 produces better accuracy than Training 1. This is because many data is detected correctly
with class O. After all, the dataset comes from article documents, which are mostly not part of
the Name Entity. In this process, SVM produces the best training accuracy.
Table 4. Model Building Execution Time

Machine Learning Algorithm
Naive Bayes
Generalized Linear Model
Deep Learning
Decision Tree
Random Forest
Gradient Boosted Trees
Support Vector Machine

Model Building Time (s)
Training 2
Training 1
250,954
28,212
279,53
28,395
653,371
64,145
253,854
34,72
815,312
62,27
674,765
317,965
425,72
83,282

Apart from measuring accuracy, this process also measures the execution time for model
building. Table IV shows that Naive Bayes can form a model the fastest compared to other
algorithms. The more amount of data in Training 2 causes more execution time. Besides that,
the tree-based algorithm also affects the length of the execution time.
Furthermore, the classification is carried out using three scenarios to find the effect of the
features used on the prediction results and test the algorithm for handling imbalanced data.
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Test case 1, testing data where modeling in training data does not use class "O."
Test case 2, testing data with extracted features (token, POS Tag, Orthography, token
before, token after, position in the sentence, and Name Entity)
Test case 3, testing data that only has class Name Entity PERSON, LOCATION,
COMPANY, and ORGANIZATION with full features of extraction results

The training document is formed into a model. Then the three test cases are carried out by
predicting the Name Entity based on the model that has been made using the Rapid Miner
tool. The results display the accuracy values of various machine learning algorithms that are
widely used in other research.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the test results' accuracy using the three test cases for each
Machine Learning algorithm. From the graph, it can be seen that the Gradient Boosted Trees
consistently produces the highest accuracy for each test. When viewed from the type of
dataset used, the dataset in test case 2 presents a higher accuracy value than test case 1 and
test case 2. This shows that interrelated features are needed in the NE classification because
there is a dependence between one token and another token. The dataset in test case 1 uses
training data that removes tokens with class O. This shows that each feature describes the
dependence between tokens. Likewise, in the test case dataset 3, which distinguishes only
from the training process, the accuracy value will be lower and even the weakest because
there are tokens removed and classes that are not suitable for training even though the omitted
ticket can reduce the meaning of the access in a sentence which causes the classifier to be less
precise in building models and predicting the NE class.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the accuracy of each machine learning algorithm in the test case
The accuracy of the test case using the Generalized Linear Model and Decision Tree in Table
V shows the smallest value even in test case 3 produces a value of 0. This indicates that
ordinary linear modeling and trees are not suitable for this dataset because the tokens are
interconnected while some tickets with class O was removed in test case 3. Meanwhile,
Gradient Boosted Trees produces the highest accuracy even though this algorithm is still in
tree form. This is because the Gradient Boosted Tree is an improvement to tree methods
considered weak in the training process. Gradient Boosted Tree corrects tree errors and can
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prevent potential overfitting so that the Gradient Boosted Tree can also be used for
imbalanced data. Also, the highest accuracy of test case 2 indicates that the imbalance data
does not affect the classification prediction results on the Naive Bayes algorithm, Deep
Learning, Gradient Boost Trees, and SVM.
Table 5. the accuracy of each machine learning algorithm in the test case

Machine Learning Algorithm
Naive Bayes
Generalized Linear Model
Deep Learning
Decision Tree
Random Forest
Gradient Boosted Trees
Support Vector Machine

Accuracy(%)
Test
Test
Test
Case 1
Case 2 Case 3
87,6
92,76
82,46
40,74
67,07
0
82,46
89,4
71,35
29,62
67,07
0
52,09
69,83
39,25
91,6
88,64

94,95
89,43

86,17
75,06

CONCLUSION
This study has performed feature extraction on labor complaint letters and determined name
entities using several machine learning algorithms. Extraction of the dataset produces an
imbalanced class distribution. However, the test results using 3 test cases show that the
imbalance data does not affect the classification prediction results on the Naive Bayes
algorithm, Deep Learning, Gradient Boost Trees, and SVM. Its high accuracy value indicates
this. Gradient Boosted Trees produces the best performance when viewed from its highest
accuracy from test case 2. Also, the determination of interdependent features results in better
accuracy. This can be seen from the accuracy of test case 2, which is the highest among other
test cases.
If it is seen from the high accuracy, which is 94,95%, the determination of features has a
significant effect on the prediction results. Therefore, research by determining other additional
features will be needed to improve algorithm performance.
Besides, Table I shows a token consisting of two words, namely Buruh/Pekerja, due to a
letter's writing without spaces. This may affect the incorrect type of POS tagging. The
inaccurate determination of POS tagging will also affect the prediction of the NE class.
Therefore, this research still requires other processing of word-level feature extraction,
especially the introduction of the POS Tag.
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